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About This Game

This is a width-scroll action game. Run away from crowding zombies and move to the destination.
There are a total of 40 stages, and combine various weapons to eliminate the zombies.

Story:

"The world is infected with an unknown virus and plagued by unending rain.
Infected people behave like zombies, and trees are growing from their bodies.

It seems that these trees sprouting from zombies are growing fast as a result of the endless rain. You must find your daughter
who got lost during the hurried escape."

- A story of survivors in a zombified world infected by an unknown virus.

Features:

- You can enjoy the game and story without dialogue.
- Numerous stages with various zombies.

- Customize your own fighting style with a combination of various items.
- Action play with great control and interactive experiences.
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Good side scroller lots of upgrades and lots of fun recommended highly. This game, a side scroller I would like to say is very
enjoyable. It's not to easy nor is it to hard. There is a story to follow, although it does take a more silent roll in the game, but it
allows the player to interpret what the characters are saying. Combat is easy to handle and over all is balanced. It may have to
deal with Zombies, but the concept or the hidden story behind this game may be more then a regular zombie shooter, and I
would like to see it possibly grow. Over all I would have to give it two thumbs up.. I LOVE this game. I saw it on sale and I
picked it up on a lark, but the gameplay is a lot of fun and the fact it makes you think about what path you're going to take and
if you do something wrong, it punishes you for it, making you want to strive to go back and do it a different way. Darn good
game for the little amount of money. Totally pick it up.. Love this game! Simple but satisfying. Upgrading the many different
weapons and armors helps keep up interest as you replay levels to get more unlocks. Game is decently long for the price -
looking forward to episode 2!. I find controls a bit awful T=T. a mobile port with no music and essentially the same exact
levels.. great game,looking forward episode 2!
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